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We contribute an in-depth analysis of the characteristics of traditional stippling and relate
these to common practices in non-photorealistic stippling as well as to the abilities and
limitations of existing printing and display technologies. Based on the properties of
traditional stipple dots which depend on the used pens and paper types, we focus on a
perceptual study of digital stippling that further informs our discussion and work toward
an understanding of the requirements for the reproduction of hand-made stippling. To
allow artists and illustrators to replicate the stippling process faithfully in the digital
domain, we thus extract guidelines from the study results such as that the characteristics
of real dots must be reproduced because they are perceived and that the results must be
adjusted to the different properties of output devices.
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1. Introduction
Hand-made stippling is an artistic style that represents images
using dots. Usually, a pen is used to deposit black ink onto white
paper. Although it seems to be an easy technique to master, it
requires not only artistic talent but also a lot of training and much
time for each individual image due to the need to place many
dots. This traditional technique has many advantages: it is economic as it only relies on a single color (good for reproduction),
it can represent not only tone but also shape and texture, and
dots do not impose an orientation which avoids certain visual
artifacts. While stippling is no longer frequently used, it can be
found in some scientific domains such as archeology, biology,
entomology, etc., as well as in artistic drawing.
Similar to other traditional techniques of artistic expression
or illustrative depiction, stippling has also been reproduced in
the non-photorealistic rendering (henceforth NPR) domain [1–
4]. Computer processing has opened up new possibilities such
as the creation frame-coherent animation using a 3D model as
input [5] to name just one example. One goal for most stippling
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approaches, however, remains the faithful replication of the traditional technique to be applied to new images, e. g., in situations
when it is impossible to hire a professional stipple artist.
It can be argued that, while many recent advances including example-based techniques have significantly advanced the
quality level of computer-supported techniques, there are still numerous limitations of NPR stippling that remain to be addressed.
To be able to make significant advances in the field in the future,
we have thus embarked on a study of the traditional technique
with the ultimate goal of being able to accurately reproduce
traditional hand-made stippling. Our goal is to establish a clear
set of conditions and guidelines for an approach to reproduce
traditional hand-made stippling. For this purpose we concentrate
specifically on the generic problem of reproducing hand-placed
stipple dots and the corresponding constraints that arise from
the used traditional tools (i. e., paper type, pen sizes, paper-andpen interaction, resolution-dependence) as well as the goals of
digital presentation and reproduction (e. g., display vs. print
reproduction, stippling as an art form vs. stippling as a way to
fill an area with dots). The results of our study of these low-level
aspects of stipple dots can be used in future NPR techniques for
faithful NPR stippling. Specifically, we formulate guidelines for
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the replication of stippling as an art form such as the need to
include the stipple textures into consideration, depending on the
chosen pen/paper combination and output medium.
This article is an extended and edited version of our paper [6]
published at Expressive 2015. In particular, in this article we add
a detailed perceptual study of stipple dots in Sect. 5 and discuss
its implications for digital stipple rendering. We thus contribute:
• A study about the appearance of hand-placed dots in traditional stippling and their physical characteristics. We study
dots based on the pens (type, nib sizes) and paper used by
different artists to understand what dots result from different materials. Based on this work we establish constraints
for the digital reproduction of dot tone, shape, and size.
• A discussion of stipple dot reproduction on typical output
devices. When transitioning from traditional hand-made
stippling to digital reproduction we face a conversion from
a continuous to a digital world. Based on this change we
not only discuss the capabilities but also identify several
important limitations to consider for digital stippling.
• Based on these considerations and on an experiment that
we conducted on how digital stippling is being perceived
by human observers if reproduced in print and on a screen,
we discuss the effects of the identified dot attributes on the
perception of the digitally stippled images and the resulting implications for synthetic stippling. As our take-away
message, we provide a list of guidelines for practitioners to
decide which aspects of stippling (distribution, resolutiondependence, stipple textures) to focus on, depending on
their chosen application domain and form of reproduction.
2. Previous Work in Digital/NPR Stippling
Digital stippling is a technique that was first introduced to computer graphics in the late 1990s. Initially, researchers focused
primarily on where to place dots. Most early techniques relied
on te concept of Centroidal Voronoi Diagrams (CVD, also called
Lloyd’s method [7, 8]): based on an initial dot distribution (e. g.,
depending on a condition such as tone), the dot distribution’s
Voronoi Diagram is computed and the dots are moved to the
centroids. This step is repeated until the result is satisfactory.
Deussen et al. [9, 10] were the first to implement this process
using an interactive system that used brushes to locally apply
Lloyd’s method. Secord [11] generalized this process to use
weighted centroidal Voronoi diagrams based on the local tone
of the source image. Others such as Hiller et al. [12] and Dalal
et al. [13] then extended the general approach to be able to not
only place circular dots but general shapes. Researchers have
also investigated methods for obtaining a suitable initial point
distribution, either to be used in CVD-based stippling or in its
own right. Secord et al. [14], e. g., probabilistically distributed
primitives in image space—a method than can also be used for
frame-coherent animations—, while Arroyo et al. [15] used a
Monte Carlo technique sampling an adaptive probability density
function. Related to these kind of stochastic methods is also
the RenderBots system by Schlechtweg et al. [16] that uses
autonomous agents with random processing to place stipples.

Researchers generally investigated ways to avoid the visual
problems in point placement that arise from the original version
of Lloyd’s method: chain artifacts that stipple illustrators aim to
avoid [17]. Balzer et al. [18] presented a capacity-constrained
way to create point distributions based on Lloyd’s method that
possess blue noise characteristics. Kopf et al. [19] presented
a method based on non-repetitive Wang tiles and Poisson disk
sampling that also produces point sets with blue noise characteristics and thus both avoids artifacts and facilitates an infinite
yet smooth zoom into stipple images. Ascencio-Lopez et al.
[20] similarly used Poisson disk sampling but with the goal to
produce pleasing distributions at fast speeds. Recently, Deussen
et al. [21] introduced weighted Linde-Buzo-Gray stippling as an
adaptive version of Lloyd’s method that does not require a good
initial point distribution and also converges fast. As an alternative, Deussen [22] generalized Lloyd’s original CVD method
using energy-based optimization, e. g., to be able to also produce
point clusters instead of only evenly distributed point sets.
While the techniques discussed so far—similar to the artistic
example—concentrated on representing 2D still images using
stippling, researchers also developed techniques for 3D shape
stippling. The transition to 3D models as input not only facilitates forms of expression impossible in traditional stippling
(e. g., animation) but also raises the problem of frame-to-frame
coherence. To solve it, Meruvia Pastor et al. [5, 23] used a
particle system attached to the 3D surface to achieve smooth animation. Lu et al. [24, 25], similarly, placed and tracked surface
points and discussed hardware acceleration options. To facilitate
the zooming into a model, Meruvia Pastor and Strothotte [26]
demonstrated how to use distribution hierarchies with graphbased relaxation. In an approach that aims at simplifying the 3D
computation, Yuan et al. [27] derived point distributions for 3D
rendering in geometry-image space, achieving frame-to-frame
coherence and benefiting from GPU acceleration. Vanderhaeghe
et al. [28] went a step further and reverted back to computing
point locations in 2D space to optimize their 2D characteristics—
yet ensuring that the moving point distribution behaves correctly
for 2D projections of animated (rigid or soft-body) 3D shapes.
Approaches for other 3D surface models such as point-sampled
geometry [29, 30] have also been discussed.
Two special forms of 3D object representations are implicit
and volumetric models. For the creation of stippling for implicits,
Foster et al. [31] randomly distributed a set of particles onto the
model and then used attractor/repulser forces to move the points
back to the implicit surface according to its changes as well as
with respect to neighboring points. In contrast, Schmidt et al.
[32] used a real-time method to extract a low-quality base mesh
from the implicit model and then placed surfels [33] on the
surface, which in turn carry a hierarchy of stipple dots. In a
related approach for Hermite RBF implicits, Vital Brazil et al.
[34] densely sampled the implicit surface and then used these
seeds to generate stipple dots for the rendering. For volumetric
stippling, in contrast, Lu et al. [25, 35] randomly placed stipple
points throughout the volume based on the data’s features, out of
which the stipple points to be shown at render time were selected
based on the viewing conditions.
While these point distributions were largely based on ran-
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dom placement, noise qualities, or dedicated distribution processes, researchers recently started to derive the distributions
from human input in form of example-based stippling. Barla
et al. [36, 37], e. g., synthesized different hatching and stippling
styles by extracting the drawing primitives and analyzing their
neighborhood relationships. Inspired by earlier analyses of stipple aesthetics [38, 39], Kim et al. [40] followed a similar goal
and used a gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) to capture
the statistics of stipple distributions for later synthesis. Martı́n
et al. [41, 42] concentrated on reproducing correct stipple distributions based on pixel density considerations and scanned
stipples that can faithfully reproduce the merging of stipple dots.
This last method uses halftoning, which some other stippling
methods also employ. For example, Hausner [43] extended
error diffusion for generating point distributions for pointillist
halftoning. Mould [44] used a progressive distance calculation
based on a graph representation of the source image, a method
that specifically emphasizes wanted linear features using stipple
chains. Li and Mould [45] shared the same goal and proposed
a structure-aware stippling approach using an error distribution
scheme based on the importance of the different features to be
reproduced. A special form of stippling related to such structurepreserving approaches is the reproduction of hedcut images.
Here, the stipples are arranged along dedicated lines, related
to hatching techniques. Example techniques were presented by
Kim et al. [46], Kim et al. [47], and Son et al. [48].
A more comprehensive survey of these and other digital stippling techniques was recently presented by Martı́n et al. [4] who
also provide a taxonomy of the different techniques and discuss
their relationship to traditional stippling as well as to halftoning.
For more details on the respective methods we thus refer to this
survey or to the original literature.
Virtually all these techniques whose goal it is to simulate
traditional stippling concentrate on dot placement, either for
traditional 2D input or for three-dimensional shapes. The question of how to treat the reproduction of the dots themselves is
often not raised, in many cases black circles or pixels are used
to represent them. Questions of overlapping/merging dots as
well as of whether stippling should be treated as a black-andwhite technique are also not frequently discussed, with only few
exceptions [40–42]. Even the suitable size of the dots is only
rarely discussed. For instance, Deussen et al. [9, 10] vary the
dot size based on the image tone, while Secord [11] mentioned
size control as future work but implemented tone-based control
in his demo tool—albeit only for circular dots. Martı́n et al.
[41, 42], finally, studied examples of scanned dots and based
their placement on the physical size of real stipples, computing
the needed resolution accordingly. Based on a study of handmade stippling, we thus extend this general approach and work
toward establishing a new framework for digital stippling that
aims to faithfully replicate the traditional technique and that
focuses on the characteristics of the stipple dots, their physical
sizes, the employed paper, and the used output media.
3. From Hand-Made Stippling to Digital Reproduction
Traditional hand-drawn stippling is produced by manually placing dots on paper with a pen, usually with black ink on white
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paper. Stipple dots are typically placed intentionally one by one
(in no particular order), while trying to avoid visual artifacts
[17] unless such artifacts are intended to represent specific features. Stipple dots can overlap each other—very dark zones in
an image can be produced using many overlapping stipples.
Like other artistic techniques, stippling comprises three tasks:
an artistic, a procedural, and an instrumental task. Only by
mastering all three can an artist produce aesthetically pleasing
images that convey the intended message, e. g., in an illustration
(for a more detailed discussion see our conference paper [6]).
In the artistic task the stipple artist selects what to represent
and what to leave out, where detail needs to be provided and
where a more abstract, simplified representation is sufficient,
where to stick to the original source and where artistic freedom
can be employed, and other mental processes that are part of the
artistic work. These steps have been beyond the scope of NPR
support until recently, but recent developments in deep learning
and neural style transfer (see, e. g., Gatys et al. [49, 50] and the
overview by Semmo et al. [51]) are currently opening up new
possibilities that should be explored in the near future.
The procedural task refers to the way the ideas and concepts
derived in the artistic task are converted into visual artifacts, i. e.,
the arrangement of dots on the paper. This task, consequently,
is the one that most traditional digital stippling techniques have
supported by deriving stipple dot distributions based on some input data. Beyond a personal style, the procedural task also refers
to stylistic choices such as the regularity of the dot placement,
the density of the dot placement, and the use of effects such
as overlapping. These different strategies can be used, e. g., to
replicate different materials and textures of the depicted objects.
The instrumental task, finally, refers to the media and tools
that are used in the stippling process and the low-level actions for
placing the dots with the chosen tool onto the chosen medium.
Here it is important to mention that the human visual system
works at different levels of details simultaneously, ranging from
the small part of the focus of attention to aspects of an image
that are perceived about the rest [52].
As the artistic task is beyond the current abilities of NPR
techniques and because the procedural task is relatively well
supported in our field already, we decided to focus on the instrumental task. Ultimately, our goal is to support stipple artists
in the two lower-level tasks for computer-supported stippling,
allowing them to concentrate on the artistic choices (like others
have done for other traditional artistic media such as pencils
[53–55], watercolor [56], oil paint [57, 58], and wax crayons
[59]). We thus focus in the physical characteristics of physically
placed dots, their shape, their size, their tone, as well as the
possible relations between these characteristics. Similar to the
lower-level characteristics of dot distributions, these attributes
can have a significant influence on the final result, which motivates us in studying them to provide a solid foundation for a
wide variety of existing and future digital stipple techniques.
To establish this foundation we need to understand to what
degree a digital stipple dot can resemble a hand-made stipple
dot, based on the type of digital reproduction. Therefore, to be
able to transition/transfer from the continuous physical domain
to the discrete digital domain, we need to understand both the
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Table 1. Tool/material preferences of the collaborating professional artists.
Illustrator

Pen type

Nib size Paper type

Randy Glass
Rotring Rapidograph
0.13mm FLAX (Medium press)
Miguel Endara Sakura Pigma Micron Pen 0.20mm Strathmore 500 Illustration Board
005
(Hot press)
Elena Piñar
Artline Drawing System
0.50mm Canson Watercolor (Cold press)

characteristics of traditionally hand-made dots as well as the
constraints of the digital reproduction such as pixel density,
color resolution, and reproduction medium (printing on paper
vs. display on the screen) as all these aspects influence the final
perception of the result. To thus obtain a solid basis for this study
of realistic hand-placed stipple dots, we started by contacting
two professional illustrators, Miguel Endara and Randy Glass,
as well as a part-time illustrator, Elena Piñar.1 Specifically, we
asked them about their use of paper and pen types for their stipple
work (a summary of these preferences is shown in Table 1).
Based on this information we set out to create a dataset to
allow us to compare the different pen and paper types. We
decided focus on these aspects and leave out pressure and pen
angle—the pen is held upright and we kept pressure constant as
we expected it to affect the outcome proportionally for different
paper and pen types. We asked a skilled fine arts student2 (fourth
year, for whom stippling is part of her education) to draw 5
different tones out of a gray ramp, using the three different
pens from Table 1 and three different types of paper. The latter
choice of paper is equally important as the pen type as, for
example, cold press paper has texture, absorbs the ink quickly,
and spreads it, while hot press paper is smooth, absorbs the ink
more slowly, and does not spread it. We thus used a cold press
paper (Canson Watercolor; 370g/m2 ), a medium press paper
(Canson Graphics Art; 224g/m2 ), and a hot press paper (Canson
Technical Drawing; 160g/m2 ).
We then digitized the resulting samples using an Epson Perfection V700 Photo scanner with an optical 4800 ppi pixel density.3 Fig. 1 shows example sections from these scans, each a
1200 × 1200 pixel part from the scan (more examples are shown
in the conference paper [6] and the additional material). They
clearly show that stipple dots vary significantly in size and shape.
Expectedly, the size depends primarily on the size of the pen’s
nib, yet also varies for dots created with the same pen on the
same paper. We also see that both the size and the dot boundaries
depend on the paper type, with cold press paper leading to more
ink absorption artifacts than medium and cold press paper. This
diffusion/absorption can be seen, in particular, in Fig. 2(c)—the
effect being stronger for pens with larger nib sizes.
To look at the individual dots even more closely we also show
240 × 240 pixel detail sections at a 40× magnification in Fig. 2
(more examples in the conference paper [6]). For comparison,
we included circles with diameters of 25 pixels, 38 pixels, and
94 pixels, respectively, corresponding to the sizes of the nibs of
1 See their work at http://miguelendara.com/ and http://www.
randyglassstudio.com/ as well as in Fig. 1 of our conference paper [6].
2 To study the low-level aspects of instrumental task it is not necessary to rely
on the artistic skills of a professional stipple artist.
3 We distinguish between ppi as a unit when we discuss pixels in scanning and
image processing and dpi when we talk about the dots in the printing process.

0.13 mm, 0.2 mm, and 0.5 mm at 4800 ppi. In the figure we can
observe that the overall sizes of the actual stipples deviate from
that of the pen’s nib; in our case they are larger for the small and
medium nib sizes and smaller for large nib size (it depends on
the chosen pens as well as used pen orientation and pressure).
We can also clearly see, in particular in Fig. 2(c), that the dots are
never completely black. Instead, they exhibit a pattern of gray
shades that depends on the used paper, as previously pointed
out [41, 42]. This is, in fact, to be expected as the paper-ink
interaction is similar to that of watercolor (e. g., [56, 60]).
4. Dot Reproduction: Potential & Limitations
The results of digital stippling can be displayed on a variety of
output media, the main types being presentation on a screen and
print reproduction. These forms of reproduction, however, have
quite different capabilities and limitations. The same result such
as in the form of a PDF document can even be intended to both
being shown on the screen and being printed. We thus discuss
the different capabilities and limitation next.
4.1. Printing
Let us first focus on printing because, in that case, the result is
reproduced on paper, similar to the hand-made original. While
several traditional printing techniques exist, in today’s digital
world we typically use either laser printers or inkjet printers.
Both place toner or ink dots on paper, either just in black or
using CMYK primaries. All these technologies, however, share
the same limitation that they can only use pure colors/toner/ink
and are not able to directly produce shades of gray or of a color.
This means that the result of any stippling technique that uses
scanned or simulated grayscale stipple dots needs to undergo a
conversion to a binary dot pattern that resembles the intended
gray values. This conversion, of course, is subject to the printer’s
output pixel density as we showcase next.
For our discussion we assume that we are interested in reproducing the stipple image with a realistic spatial size (like
also done by Martı́n et al. [41, 42])—similar in dimension to
hand-made originals such that the stipple dots have the correct
size. Based on this assumption and the measurements discussed
in Sect. 3 we can analyze the effects of the printing process.
Table 2 lists the number of horizontal or vertical dots that are
available to represent a single stipple, depending on the printer’s
pixel density and the used nib sizes. We can see that, for a
0.13 mm pen and a 300 dpi printer, less than 2 × 2 printer dots
are available to completely represent the stipple. This is not only
not enough to show a circle, it is also certainly not sufficient to
represent the complex shapes and texture of real stipples.
For today’s printers, which typically operate at 1200 dpi, the
situation appears to be better: we have 6 × 6, 9 × 9, and 24 × 24
dots available for stipple sizes of 0.13 mm, 0.2 mm, and 0.5 mm,
respectively. This may seem to be sufficient to capture the stipple
shape, at least for the larger pen sizes. We have to take into
account, however, that to be able to also represent the stipples’
textures the printer has to use some form of halftoning [61].
Halftoning trades spatial pixel density for tone (color) resolution,
so this process reduces the effective pixel density that is available
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(a) Rotring rapidograph 0.13, 0.13 mm, cold press paper.

(b) Sakura Pigma 005, 0.20 mm, medium press paper.
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(c) Artline 0.5, 0.50 mm, hot press paper.

Fig. 1. Three samples from the stipple dot experiments shown at 8× magnification.

(a) Rotring rapidograph 0.13, 0.13 mm, cold press paper.

(b) Sakura Pigma 005, 0.20 mm, medium press paper.

(c) Artline 0.5, 0.50 mm, hot press paper.

Fig. 2. Details from Fig. 1 at 40× magnification, with black circles added that represent the nib sizes of the used pens.

to represent stipples by at least 3 in each direction, thus to a
maximum of 2 × 2, 3 × 3, and 8 × 8, respectively—in most cases
not enough for an adequate reproduction of the stipple shapes.
For a proper representation of 256 gray levels it would even
be necessary to reduce the spatial pixel density by 16 in both
directions using AM halftoning [61–63] or by a factor of 8–12
using error diffusion [64]. Moreover, the halftoning process
introduces dot patterns that are supposed to emulate gray values.
These patterns can still be perceived by humans at 1200 dpi when
looked at from a typical reading distance of 25 cm–60 cm [63]
and thus interfere with the perception of the stipple dot pattern.
The reason for this effect is the visual acuity of the human
visual system [63, 65]. Visual acuity is based on the limit of
feature recognition for humans of 1 arc minute. For example,
as Table 3 shows, at a reading distance of 50 cm people can distinguish features of approx. 0.14 mm, corresponding to 183 dpi
(or ppi). While this result would suggest that a 1200 dpi printer
is sufficient for reproducing the gray values using halftoning,
we have to take the size of the halftoning patterns into account
that create the illusion of tone shades and multiply the needed
pixel density by this size as demonstrated in the two last rows of
Table 3. This means that, for typical reading distances, at least
a 2400 dpi printer is necessary such that the dot patterns from
halftoning are no longer perceived [63]. Another limitation of,
in particular, laser-based printing can have an influence on how
printed stippling is being perceived by observers: the “dot gain”

effect is “the increase in size of a printed dot from its intended
size” [66]. Lau et al. [66] describe how dot gain can result in
isolated white pixels being filled by surrounding black regions,
and that it can also lead to patterns that are darker than intended
with the original black-to-dark ink ratio.
4.2. Display on a Screen
A different situation arises when we try to display stipple images
on screens. Regardless of whether they use CRTs, LCDs, or
OLEDs as their underlying technology, screens have the important benefit of being able to show color gradients—typically
with at least 8 bits per color, newer devices with up to 12 bits per
color. The same is true for e-ink displays, although the current
technologies are limited to 4 bits or 16 shades of gray. They all
are thus well able to depict the tonal aspects of stipple dots.
A problem arises due to the limited spatial density of today’s
screens as illustrated in Table 4. Current devices use spatial
densities of approx. 100 ppi, even newer UHD displays have ≤
200 ppi. Also the most recent e-ink displays have a maximum
density of 300 ppi. Only some mobile phones have reached pixel
densities of more than 300 ppi, but their physical screen space is
too small to be considered for the display of stipple images.
Using 112 ppi as an example for a typical screen pixel density,
each pixel has the size of 0.23 mm × 0.23 mm. It is thus not
possible to use more than a single pixel to represent a stipple
dot when showing stipple images at their correct size—less than
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Table 2. Number of printer dots available to represent a stipple dot, depending on print dot density and pen’s nib size.
Nib

300 dpi

1200 dpi

2400 dpi

4800 dpi

0.13mm
0.20mm
0.50mm

1.54
2.36
5.91

6.14
9.45
23.62

12.28
18.90
47.24

24.57
37.38
94.49

Table 3. Maximum perceivable dot/pixel density depending on the viewing
distance for 100% visual acuity. Resulting need for dot density in dpi when
halftoning is used.
25 cm 35 cm 50 cm 100 cm
mm per dot / pixel
dpi / ppi
needed dpi w/ halftoning, 8×
needed dpi w/ halftoning, 16×

0.07
366
2926
5852

0.10
261
2090
4180

0.14
183
1463
2926

0.28
91
732
1463

Table 4. Pixel densities in ppi for common monitor sizes and pixel counts.
The most commonly used types in bold.
Size

1360 × 768

1920 × 1080

2560 × 1600

3840 × 2160

15”
24”
27”
30”
32”

104
65
58
52
49

147
92
82
73
69

201
126
112
101
94

294
184
163
147
138

Table 5. Number of (horizontal/vertical) pixels available to represent a single stipple dot, based on the pen’s nib size.
Nib

76 ppi

92 ppi

112 ppi

138 ppi

0.13 mm
0.20 mm
0.50 mm

0.4
0.6
1.5

0.5
0.7
1.8

0.6
0.9
2.2

0.7
1.1
2.7

one pixel is available to show stipples for pens with nib sizes of
0.13 mm and 0.2 mm. Table 5 shows a summary of the number
of pixels available for a single stipple dot, depending on the
pen’s nib sizes and the display’s pixel density. Most displays
have less than 2 × 2 pixels to show a single stipple, and even the
most high-resolution ones provide less than 3 × 3 pixels. This
means that, while screens would be able to show the grayscale
properties well, they do not have a sufficient pixel density to
represent the irregular shapes of realistic stipple dots.
5. Analysis of Stipple Dot Perception
Beyond this discussion of the real dot’s characteristics based
on magnified scans and the two major possibilities of reproduction of scanned or digitally produced stippling, we also wanted
to understand how stipple dots are perceived by humans under
changing conditions—in particular to understand if it makes
a difference whether we invest effort into faithfully synthesizing real stipple dots or using scanned exemplars, as opposed to
simple black circles. For this purpose we carried out two experiments, a first small one (pilot survey) and, based on its results,
later a more detailed study. We describe both experiments next.
5.1. Pilot Survey
To get a first indication on people’s perception of stipple dots
we recruited 11 unpaid volunteers (7 females; ages in the range
of 22–25; fine arts graduate students from the local university
population). All had experience in drawing with pen and ink,

including stippling. We asked them to examine the previously
created (Sect. 3) original, hand-made paper samples and to evaluate them based on their tone (black vs. gray), shape (round
vs. irregular), and size (constant vs. varying). For this purpose
the participants were seated on a desk which was lit with a constant, artificial fluorescent light source, and participants went
through the stack of images in randomized order, filling out a
questionnaire as they progressed.
Table 6 shows the results of this small perceptual survey. The
data suggests that, in many cases, the stipple dots are indeed perceived as being black, but for some combinations of nib size and
paper a considerable number of people perceives them as being
rather gray—smaller dots more often seem to be perceived as
being gray. It is interesting to note that, despite the discussed differences in diffusion/absorption for cold press paper vs. medium
and hot press paper, our participants perceived the 0.5 mm pen
on cold press paper as black, while 27% of our participants saw
the dots of the same pen on hot press paper as gray. Also, a large
number of participants did perceive the irregularities in shape
and size as we expected.
5.2. Detailed Analysis of Stipple Dot Perception
Based on these initial results we then set out to conduct a more
detailed and elaborate perceptual experiment. While the theoretical discussions in Sect. 4 inform us about the potential
limits of the perception of stippling and stipple dot properties,
but to get to practical design guidelines for how to represent
and reproduce stipple dots we also need empirical study results.
Our personal experiences with traditional computer-generated
stippling showed us that the completely black and partially circular stipples of the past were accepted by the community, while
our observations of physical hand-made stippling results suggested that, depending on nib size and paper type, some dots
may indeed be perceived as black dots on white background.
Specifically, we thus wanted to investigate the practical implications of using black-and-white laser printers as well as RGB
screens as output devices (based on our discussion of their potential and limitations in Sect. 4), with respect to how they are
perceived by human observers. Essentially, we wanted to see
if the characteristics that can be found in physical hand-made
stipple samples are perceived by human observers when looking
at them in the form of digital reproductions or simulations.
5.2.1. Physical Study Setup
Generally, we based our study setup on the generation of various
dot samples for which their tone, shape, and size characteristics
are varied in a controlled way. To allow participants to then realistically compare screen-displayed and printed stippling using
these samples, we have to take the considerations in Sect. 4 into
account and setup our study environment accordingly. We used
300 mm as the distance at which we want to ask our participants
to observe the samples—a typical reading distance. According
to the considerations on visual acuity in Sect. 4.1, the corresponding 1 arc minute limit for recognizable features results in
a minimum pixel density of 291 ppi. We thus used a slightly
higher value of 300 ppi as our target density—consistent with the
pixel density used, for the same reason, in commercial printing.
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Table 6. Results of the perceptual survey for tone, shape and size; depending on the paper type and the pen’s nib sizes (in mm). The numbers indicate the
percentage of people who answered in the respective fashion.
feature

cold press paper
0.13

tone (black / gray)
shape (regular / irregular)
size (constant / varying)

0.2

medium press paper
0.5

73% / 27% 82% / 18% 100% / 0%
55% / 45% 36% / 64% 27% / 73%
91% / 9% 36% / 64% 27% / 73%

0.13

0.2

hot press paper
0.5

100% / 0% 91% / 9% 100% / 0%
36% / 64% 45% / 55% 45% / 55%
55% / 45% 45% / 55% 55% / 45%

0.13

0.2

0.5

55% / 45% 55% / 45% 82% / 18%
64% / 36% 9% / 91% 0% / 100%
64% / 36% 27% / 73% 9% / 91%

(a)
(b)
(c)

Fig. 3. Example of a five-step ramp used in the test, based on actual stipple
dot scans. Each tone field was of size 1 in × 1 in (25.4 mm × 25.4 mm).

Print setup. For a target pixel density of 300 ppi, 1200 dpi
laser printers are usually not sufficient to produce 256 or more
tone levels as discussed in Sect. 4.1 and shown in Table 3. AM
or clustered halftoning, however, can emulate 17 gray tones
for a 300 ppi source image [62], error diffusion methods (e. g.,
[67, 68]) can even increase this number to 25–34 tones for the
same 300 ppi input [64]. This number of tones is higher than
the 16 tones used in current e-paper displays, it is sufficient to
produce reasonably rich tonal changes, and we thus used an error
diffusion process to produce and print the images for our study.
Display setup. As outlined in Sect. 4.2, typical computer
displays and TV screens do not reach pixel densities as needed
for showing stipple images of A5–A4 size at 300 ppi. We can,
however, achieve a comparable effect by using a lower-density
display placed at a higher observation distance. For example, a
15.6 inch display with 1920 × 1080 resolution (i. e., 141.2 ppi),
each pixel has a size of 0.1799 mm × 0.1799 mm. To make this
comparable to a virtual 300 ppi pixel at reading distance of size
0.0873 mm × 0.0873 mm, the physical display has to be placed
at a distance of approx. 650 mm from the viewer. The 15.6 inch
display can then, however, only display (virtual) images of a
maximum size of approx. 160 mm × 90 mm—roughly A6 size.
5.2.2. Study Materials and Trials
As noted above, we were generally interested in understanding
if the differences of stipple dot size, texture, and shape that we
had observed in our dataset (Sect. 3) can be portrayed by the
two main types of output media and whether such variations
can be perceived by human observers. For that purpose we
used our previously published example-based grayscale stippling
technique [41, 42] to produce, like in our hand-made examples
from Sect. 3 and using stipple dot scans from these examples, a
five-step ramp for each combination of nib size and paper type
(e. g., Fig. 3). Our example-based technique is based on real dots,
preserves the tone distribution of the stipple dots, can reproduce
them correctly at a target size with a target pixel density, and
implements the diffusion process by allowing the blending of
tones. We thus did not manipulate the stipple dot scans that
we used as input other than to apply a linear tone remapping
such that the background was pure white (255), while the value

Fig. 4. Abstract property ramps used in the isolated single-tone test: (a)
dot tone, (b) dot shape, and (c) dot size range (for each step in (c), the top
and bottom dots indicate the size range).

of the darkest tone remained unchanged (typically a change of
less than 2%). We then used our approach to arrange the dots,
adjusted to the needed output pixel densities for the screen and
paper conditions. We thus had 9 different ramps (3 nib sizes and
3 paper types). For producing the interpolated and extrapolated
versions of the dots, we created a new diffusion-based method
(see Appendix A).
Isolated single-tone test (first part). For each ramp and inspired by our preliminary survey, we selected the light-most
field (i. e., 9 versions of the sparsest dot distribution, based on
the 3 × 3 nib size/paper type combinations) and asked our participants to compare the dots against abstract eleven-step scales
of the dot characteristics tone, shape, and size range shown in
Fig. 4(a)–(c), respectively. The tone ramp (Fig. 4(a)) was designed to range from 10% gray to full black, the shape ramp
(Fig. 4(b)) was designed to range from a (subjectively chosen)
dot with a clear non-circular shape to a complete circle, and the
abstract size range ramp (Fig. 4(c)) was designed to range from
two circles where one has twice the diameter of the other to two
equi-sized circles. In total, we thus ended up with 3 nib sizes ×
3 paper types × 3 dot characteristics × 2 conditions = 54 trials
for this first part of the experiment. With these comparisons we
wanted to understand our participants’ perceptions of the characteristics of the individual dots, not of the field as a whole. In
contrast to the pilot survey described in Sect. 5.1, we expected to
see the distributions of dot characteristic perceptions, as opposed
to the previous forced binary choices. This first part, however,
is limited in that it will not tell us, for example, what tone level
participants actually perceive.
Clustered five-tone test (second part). In a second part of
the experiment we thus asked the participants to compare each
of the previously described ramps that were generated using
scanned dots with similar ramps for which we changed the dot
attributes. This time we asked the participants to consider the
entire ramp for the comparison to better represent a realistic
application case but without having to select any particular example image. We thus created ramp alternatives by adjusting the
dots’ sizes, shapes, and tone to understand how well participants
perceive changes from the observed (scanned) real dots.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Study setup: screenshots of the display-based comparison, (a) first and (b) second study parts; (c) paper-based comparison, second study part.

For the dots’ tone values we first determined the possible
extremes of a possible adjustment. Starting from the real scans
the dark-most extreme seems obvious: all non-background pixels
of a dot are turned into completely black pixels. For the light
extreme we selected a contrast and brightness filtering based on
human input: In a pilot, we provided 22 colleagues of ours with
a tool that showed them the same dot distribution once in its dark
extreme, once using the real dots, and once in a light extreme
that they could adjust. We then asked them to adjust brightness
and contrast of this light extreme such that the respective image
completes the tonal range as they would “imagine it.” We used
the mean brightness and contrast offset of the results to produce
the light-most extreme version of the scans. Based on both
extremes and the real scan as the center level, we then used
linear interpolation to create eight additional tone levels.
For the shape our goal was, inspired by the distinction between round and irregular dots used in our pilot (Sect. 5.1), to
understand how people perceive a range of different dot shapes.
While the realistic choice (scanned dot) and the round extreme
(filled circle) are clear, we also wanted extend the range of
shapes toward a more extreme irregular shape that is, nevertheless, inspired by the real dot. This way we ensure that the
realistic choice, like for the previously described factor tone and
the factor size described next, is in the center of the range of
presented choices. To thus create interpolation samples of the
transition between a scan and a circular dot we used a interpolation scheme, while we extrapolated from a scan toward a more
extreme version using another process. Both novel techniques
are described below in Appendix A.
Finally, for the size, we increased and decreased the sizes of
the scanned points by up to 50% using linear interpolation of the
original high-resolution textures, so the ramp with the largest dot
uses a factor of 1.5 for the horizontal and vertical dimensions,
while the ramp with the smallest dots used a factor of 0.5.
For each of these three characteristics, we thus created 10
additional versions beyond the real scans so that, together with
these original dots, we had samples for a 11-point Likert scale
[69] choice, from which we asked our participants to select
the one that most closely matched the separate sample that we
had created based on the original scanned dots. Because we
asked our participants to compare the samples with our synthetic
stippling proposals according to the same characteristics (nib
size, paper type, dot characteristics, and paper/display condition)
we again had an experiment with 54 trials per participant.

For the print-based parts of the experiment, we thus gave
the participants one printed sheet with the sparse dot fields to
compare with (first part) and one printed sheet with the 11 ramp
alternatives for each condition (second part), with the ramp to
match in the second part being an individual strip of paper they
could move next to any of the ramp alternatives (Fig. 5(c)). For
the display-based part, we showed the dot fields (Fig. 5(a)) or
ramps (Fig. 5(b)) on-screen, with the second part always only
showing a single ramp alternative (through which the participants could cycle with button presses or with mouse wheel
actions) as well as the ramp we asked them to match (Fig. 5(b)).
5.2.3. Participants and Procedure
For our experiment we recruited 36 unpaid participants (24 female, 12 male), all students of fine art, aged 19–70 years (median:
21.5 years, mean: 23.8 years, standard deviation: 9.98 years).
Out of all participants, 3 stated that they have never seen stippling before, while 14 said they had seen it a few times before
in their lives, 7 said that they look at stippling images 1–3 × per
year, 11 said that they look at stippling images 1–3 × per month,
and one stated to look at them 1–3 × per week. While 13 of
all participants answered that they had never created stipple art
before, 17 participants answered that they created stippling a few
times in their lives, and 6 said that they create stipple art 1–3 ×
per month. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal
vision, with 20 using glasses or contact lenses.
We carried out the experiment always using artificial lighting,
a fluorescent light source with a 4000 K color temperature. To
maintain the target distance between the eyes of the participants
to the stimuli, we instructed them to use the long side of an A4
page (length: 297 mm) as a guideline (1 × for images, 2 × for the
screen). For the display-based study part we used 23” screens
with 1920 × 1080 resolution, adjusted to our illumination setting
and positioned according to our considerations above.
We always grouped the trials by presentation style (paperbased vs. display-based), the order of which we counterbalanced. Within each group, we also counter-balanced the
order of samples (i. e., combinations of 3 paper types and 3 nib
sizes) using two balanced Latin Squares (due to the odd number
of combinations), so that we ended up with 2 × 2 × 3 × 3 = 36
different trial sequences, one for each participant. For each of
the trials, participants first answered the isolated single-tone
test questions, followed by the matching questions with the 11
sample ramps (clustered five-tone test). We used ordered sequences for the single-tone tests (with randomly selected default
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Table 7. Hypotheses for the first part of the study, for individual dot (a) tone, (b) shape, and (c) size perception, for printer/display reproduction. Each
table provides our hypothesis w.r.t. the three different nib sizes and the three different paper types (Cold Press, Medium Press, and Hot Press).
(b) Shape (IRRegular, CIRcular).

(a) Tone (BW only, GRAY tones).

0.13

0.20

0.50

0.13

CP BW/BW BW/BW BW/GRAY
MP BW/BW BW/BW BW/GRAY
HP BW/BW BW/BW BW/GRAY

0.20

(c) Size range (DIFferent, EQUal).

0.50

CP IRR/IRR IRR/IRR IRR/IRR
MP IRR/CIR IRR/CIR IRR/IRR
HP IRR/CIR IRR/CIR IRR/IRR

0.13

0.20

0.50

CP EQU/EQU DIF/DIF DIF/DIF
MP EQU/EQU DIF/DIF DIF/DIF
HP EQU/EQU DIF/DIF DIF/DIF

Table 8. Hypotheses for the second study part, for our participants’ ability to find the correct stipple ramp synthesis result based on the dot (a) tone, (b)
shape, and (c) size ranges we synthesized for printer/display reproduction. Each table provides our hypothesis w.r.t. the three different nib sizes and the
three different paper types (Cold Press, Medium Press, and Hot Press), marked as LOW, MEDium, or LARge standard deviation.
(b) Shape.

(a) Tone.

0.13

0.20

0.50

CP LAR/LAR LAR/MED LOW/LOW
MP LAR/LAR LAR/MED LOW/LOW
HP LAR/LAR LAR/MED LOW/LOW

0.13

0.20

(c) Size range.

0.50

CP LAR/LAR LAR/MED LOW/LOW
MP LAR/LAR LAR/MED LOW/LOW
HP LAR/LAR LAR/MED LOW/LOW

selections in the display condition), and for the five-tone tests
randomized the sequence of the ramps differently for each condition, and differently for each participant. The questions about
size, tone, and shape, however, always followed the same sequence. Overall, each participant thus completed 2 (display vs.
paper) × 9 (nib size/paper type combinations) × 3 (tone, shape,
size) × 2 (isolated single-tone vs. clustered five-tone test) = 108
trials, for a total of 3888 trials due to our 36 participants.
For each experiment, two experimenters greeted the participants, described the study, and collected demographic data and
informed consent. If the participants had questions during the
study, they could ask them any time and the instructors answered
them. In addition, the instructors oversaw the data collection to
ensure that all questions were answered. Each study session took
approximately 46–60 minutes per participant (20–40 minutes
for the paper-based part and 15–20 minutes for the screen-based
part). We split the experiment into two sessions, 18 participants
did the paper condition in one day and the display condition the
next day, the other 18 participants did it the other way around.
5.2.4. Hypotheses
As indicated by the three different dot properties we included
in the study, we hypothesized that there will be differences in
perception of them depending on the nib size, paper type, and
way of reproduction. With respect to tone, we hypothesize (H1,
Table 7(a)) that 0.13 and 0.20 dots will be seen as black only due
to their small size, the 0.50 dots could potentially be seen as dots
with a different tone. However, for print reproduction (H1(a))
even the 0.50 dots will be seen as black dots due to the limited
number of tones that are available from the halftoning process.
Only for dots shown on a display (H1(b)) the 0.50 dots will be
seen as having a texture with non-black tones. This hypothesis
contrasts the observations from our pilot study (Table 6), yet we
believe that the limitations of both computer screen and print
reproduction which prevent the textures to be perceived for small
dots will have a stronger effect than the influence of the small
size on the overall tone perception of the dots.
Second, we hypothesize (H2, Table 7(b)) that, due to the small
size of the edge ‘features’ for the smaller dots, 0.13 and 0.20

0.13

0.20

0.50

CP LAR/LAR LAR/MED LOW/LOW
MP LAR/LAR LAR/MED LOW/LOW
HP LAR/LAR LAR/MED LOW/LOW

dots will generally be perceived as circular, only the 0.50 dots
will be perceived as irregular. However, due to the higher spatial
pixel density of the print reproduction, those dots will be seen
as irregular shapes for all sizes (H2(a)). In addition, cold press
paper leads to larger dot sizes such that participants will also
perceive the irregularity of dots shown on the display for all tip
sizes, but will be perceived as circles for 0.13 and 0.20 dots with
medium and hot press, while the larger size of 0.50 dots allow
to be seen as irregular in all cases (H2(b)).
Third, we hypothesize (H3, Table 7(c))—largely in line with
the pilot tests (Table 6)—that the size for the smallest dots (nib
size 0.13) will be perceived as more or less constant, while the
sizes of larger dots will exhibit a perceivable size range. This
applies to all paper types and both types of reproduction/display.
We have thus expressed our hypotheses for the isolated singletone test as extremes, despite using Likert scales in the experiment. We do this on purpose because we do not have enough
data for a more fine-grained prediction. The actual data will allow us to analyze whether the data is indeed centered around the
extremes or if the perceptions spread further across the spectrum.
For the clustered five-tone test we formulate hypotheses similar to those of the first part of the study. Based on our previous
observations with real stipple images, we hypothesize (H4, Table 8) that our participants are better able to match the target
gray ramp with the correct synthesis result based on the larger
number of information they have—with the possible exception
of dot tone for the 0.13 nib size because in this case only little
variation is visible. We thus formulate our specific hypotheses
by means of the size of the expected standard deviation around
the mean of the observations (see Tables 8(a)–(c)).
5.2.5. Results
We analyzed our Likert scale ratings of our experiment using
estimation techniques using simple effect sizes and confidence
intervals (CI) based on the bootstrapping approach [70].4 This
procedure follows APA recommendations [71] and addresses the
4 See the additional material for the anonymized raw data and more summary
results in tabular form.
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(a) Display tone.

(b) Paper tone.

(a) Display tone.

(b) Paper tone.

(c) Display shape.

(d) Paper shape.

(c) Display shape.

(d) Paper shape.

(e) Display size difference.

(f) Paper size difference.

(e) Display size.

(f) Paper size.

Fig. 6. Means of isolated single-tone tests for the different media/parameters; error bars show boot-strapped 95% confidence intervals (CIs). For
(a), (b) tone, 0 is 100% black and 10 is 10% gray. For (c), (d) shape, 0 is a
circle and 10 is the most irregular shape. For (e), (f) size difference, 0 is the
biggest difference (half diameter)

Fig. 7. Means of clustered five-tone tests for the different media/parameters; error bars: 95% CIs. For (a), (b) tone, 0 is 100% black, 5 is the
original tone, and 10 is our light extreme. For (c), (d) shape, 0 is a circle, 5
is an original shape, and 10 is the most irregular shape. For (e), (f) size, 0 is
0.5 × the original size, 5 is the original size, and 10 is 1.5 × the original size.

recent critique of Null Hypothesis Significance Testing (NHST)
within statistics and application domains [72–74]. We refer
readers who prefer NHST-based statistics to the guidelines by
Krzywinski and Altman [75] to infer p-values from our results.
Fig. 6 shows the result of this analysis for the isolated singletone test, for the display and paper conditions, for all three tested
dot characteristics. The graphs show the means from all 36
participants as well as the 95% confidence intervals. Fig. 7
shows the respective graphs for the clustered five-tone test. To
better be able to understand the differences between the display
and paper conditions, we also computed pair-wise differences
for all conditions. We show these differences in Fig. 8, both for
the isolated single-tone test and the clustered five-tone test.

Next, our results (Fig. 6(c),(d)) show that our participants
perceived the dots’ shape as irregular. Interestingly, small dots
(right) for CP and MP paper were seen as more irregular than
large ones (left) for the screen condition. We assume that this
effect is due to the fact that they are represented with few pixels
(e. g., a round dot can hardly be represented with 3 pixels). For
the paper condition, in contrast, small dots for CP and HP paper
were seen as more round than those created for larger pen tips,
probably due to dot gain (see Sect. 4.1 and the work by Lau et al.
[66]). Between the paper and display condition, differences only
arose for the 0.13 pen tip (Fig. 8(c)). Overall, we conclude that
stipples are not perceived as circles, but as irregular shapes.
Finally, the data shows (Fig. 6(e),(f)) that our participants saw
the dots to be within a size range, for both paper and screen
conditions. Particularly interesting are the results for 0.50 dots:
here results differ depending on the paper type, whereas the
paper type did not seem to matter much for 0.20 and 0.13 dots.
Nonetheless, in all cases people perceived the dots to be different
in size, consistent between paper and screen display (Fig. 8(e)).
Clustered five-tone tests. Here our data shows that our participants were able to accurately and precisely perceive the tone
of the ramps for the display condition (Fig. 7(a)), while in the
paper condition they perceived much darker tones (almost black)
than intended (Fig. 7(b)). This observation is consistent for all
paper types and tip sizes, and is also consistent in the difference
between paper and display conditions (Fig. 8(b)). This result
could explain why many people consider stippling as blackand-white-only technique. Our result also implies that the print
reproduction of stippling via documents such as PDF will usually
produce results different from what was initially intended.

5.2.6. Discussion
Next, we discuss the individual results, including differences
between display and paper conditions.
Isolated single-tone tests. As one can see in Fig. 6(a) and (b),
the tone perception for both the screen and the paper condition
changes with the dots’ size, with large dots being perceived as
almost black (85–95% black), while small dots being perceived
as grayish (45–55% black). Yet even the largest dots (left) are
not perceived as completely black, so that grayscale-based stippling techniques [41, 42] are needed for a faithful reproduction.
The fact that smaller dots are perceived as gray when printed
relates to the reproduction technique of halftoning [61]—they
are perceived as groups and merge with the background. The
correlation values in Fig. 8(a) show us that the dots are perceived
quite similar between display and paper, yet overall with a lighter
gray values in the paper condition than in the display condition.
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(a) Single-tone: tone.

(b) Clustered five-tone: tone.

(c) Single-tone: shape.

(d) Clustered five-tone: shape.

(e) Single-tone: size difference.

(f) Clustered five-tone: size.

Fig. 8. Means of the pairwise differences between display and paper conditions (paper − display); error bars: 95% CIs.

The fact that the shape of the dots is not round was detected
for the display condition (Fig. 7(c)), yet overall our participants
perceived the dots to be more circular than they actually were.
In contrast, in the paper condition the participants perceived the
dots to be much more irregular than they really were (Fig. 8(d);
except for the 0.13 dots on hot-press paper), and generally more
irregular than they actually were (Fig. 7(d), except for the small
0.13 dots). These differences should be investigated further, but
may be related to the small pixel size for the screen reproduction,
the halftoning used for the print reproduction, and probably the
“dot gain” effect we mentioned in Sect. 4.1.
The dots’ size, finally, was perceived accurately but less precisely for both the paper and screen conditions (Fig. 7(e),(f)),
with participants thinking that the size was a bit larger than their
actual size. This difference is consistently more pronounced for
printer reproduction than for viewing on displays (Fig. 8(f)), yet
is rather small overall.
Discussion of hypotheses. We did not confirm H1 in general
as no dots in the isolated single-tone test were seen as black.
Quite in contrast to what we thought, in particular small dots
were seen as having a gray color. H1(a), however, is fully
confirmed for realistic mixes of point densities: all dots in the
clustered tests are perceived as almost black when printed. It is
important to also note the regularity of the results.
Next, we did not confirm H2: all dots were seen as irregular
(so only confirming H2(a), and H2(b) for 0.50 dots, but probably
not our reasoning about them), yet with paper type not making a
big difference. Next, we also could not generally confirm H3—
the size differences between the dots were generally perceived
for all paper types and tip sizes, maybe with the only exception
of 0.50 dots on hot-press paper for which participants saw the
least size difference.
All these hypotheses applied to the isolated single-tone tests.
When considered for the clustered five-tone tests, however, a
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different picture emerges. For example, H1 for paper could be
seen as confirmed, yet for all dot sizes and not only for the small
ones. Similarly, a trend as described in H2 seems to emerge
for the print condition, with smaller dots seen as more rounded
that larger ones. For the display condition all dots seemed to
be perceived as more rounded that their actual shape. Finally,
we confirmed H4, yet with a variation different from what we
expected: our participants accurately perceived dot tones and
sizes for both print and screen reproduction, their responses
being more precise for displays than for printers. They had more
issues, however, with matching dot shapes to the correct sample.
5.2.7. Limitations
While we have used a careful and data-driven design, implementation, and realization of our study, it still has some limitations.
Here we discuss the most important ones.
First, we used simplified stimuli as it is common in perceptual
studies [76, Sec. 3.5]: stippled fields of a single-tone or ramps of
several tones. We made this choice because we wanted to test the
influence of the stipple dots independent from other confounding
factors such as the content of a stippled image. So while we
did not use realistic stippled images, our results generalize to
those the same way that gray ramps and Fourier-transformed
frequency analyses are used in studying stipple dot distributions.
Another limitation is that our set of scanned dots comes from
a single artist. While drawing a dot with a pen is straightforward, it is possible that other artists would produce different
dots. Second, in our study we were limited by the amount of
time a participant spend, limiting the number of possible comparisons. In addition, we had to choose a particular group of
participants, in our case fine arts students. This choice, naturally,
had implications on the female/male proportion as well as the
age distribution of our participant pool.
In our study design we did our best to avoid order effects, in
our case using a Latin-squares design. Nonetheless, we could
not achieve all different combinations that way due to the limited
number of participants we could reasonably test. So we had to
resort to randomization of those aspects which we thought were
least likely to cause order effects. Next, our design relied on specific distance from the viewer to the paper or screen, computed
based on our previous considerations. While we continuously
reminded our participants to maintain this distance, it was not
physically enforced. Consequently a small error may have been
introduced. Also, we printed on common 80 g/m2 recycled white
paper. While better-quality papers exist as well, this would have
dramatically increased the material cost since every participant
received a uniquely ordered stack of printed samples. While
most current displays can only reproduce sRGB colors in the
best case, limiting the available color and also grayscale gamut
and a better display than the one we used may have produced
better results. Finally, the results in our pilot study may have
been affected by the fact that we asked participants to focus
specifically on the three dot characteristics, yet other and more
indirect forms of studying the perception of the effects would
have likely been subject to even higher subjective errors. Overall,
however, we do not believe that any of these effects endangers
the validity of our results.
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6. Implications of our Results
The conclusions from both our detailed discussion of scanned
samples of stipple dots (Sections 3 and 4) as well as of our
perceptual studies on how people perceive hand-made stipple
dots (Sect. 5) are the following:
1. Real stipple dots are not black circles but they have different
tones, shapes, and size ranges, which depend on the tip size
of the used pen and the used paper type.
2. The differences of these attributes can be perceived by
people when they look at original stipple artwork.
3. Faithfully represented dots are perceived differently depending on whether they are shown on a display or the
use of print reproduction, so the replication of these attributes depends on the output medium and should be targeted specifically to the intended medium.
The first finding is not necessarily new [41, 42] or surprising,
it results from the interaction of the ink from the pen with the
paper onto which the pen deposits the ink. With this article
we demonstrated the specific interactions of pen size and paper type as well as the resulting characteristics of the produced
dots, and that people do perceive that real dots are not necessarily all circular, without texture, and all of the same size—our
second main finding. However, we also wanted to understand
if these characteristics would be perceived by people looking
at computer-made stippled images (within the constraints of
a controlled experiment—in our case stippling of simple gray
ramps), depending on the reproduction medium. Our results
and, in particular, those of the clustered five-tone tests (which
are most representative of practical application cases) clearly
show—which is our third finding—that people do perceived the
dot characteristics, yet differently depending on whether the
images are shown on a computer display or printed on paper.
On regular displays, our participants were able to match the
real tones and sizes with great accuracy, with a small bias toward
larger than normal sizes—consistent for all paper and pen tip
combinations. In contrast, displays were not able to reproduce
dot shapes correctly, generally making the dots appear rounder
than normal. When looking at samples printed on paper, our
participants were also able to match the real tones and sizes with
accuracy, but with less precision, showing a large bias toward
black in the case of tone, and a bias toward larger dots in the
case of size. Laser printing consistently leads to a perception
of a darker tone because its inherent limitation to reproduce
tone shades—it is thus largely a black-and-white medium and
even the use of halftoning to replicate correct tonal textures does
not improve the result. This may explain why stippling has
traditionally been considered as a B&W-only technique, but it is
important to note that this notion cannot be extended to displays.
The reproduction of shape, finally, is better for printing than for
displays, but not very consistently. We note that these aspects
of stipple dot perception in printing imply that, for small dots,
stipple dot textures and sizes matter less and stippling becomes
a technique quite similar to halftoning.
We also saw that pixel resolution plays an important rule for
a faithful replication of stippling. Because current common

display hardware5 does not have the sufficient resolution to
display faithfully created stipple images, it also does not yet
make sense to use displays as the primary output medium, but
this is likely to change in the future.
Yet even today’s limited displays need to be used as a tool
for the production of digital stippling by artists and illustrators.
The respective tools thus not only have to work at a much higher
resolution than is shown on the display, but the tool also has to
show both a correctly scaled representation of the produced work
as well as zoomed-in versions to see the detail. Only with such
a focus+context view will it be possible for the artists to work
at both overview and detail levels—as they are used to in their
traditional practice. Moreover, the tools have to provide means to
output the result in several different versions: a high-resolution
grayscale (color) version, a high-resolution 1 bit version that only
captures the stipple shapes, and potentially a version that uses
the 1 stipple = 1 pixel convention. A vector graphic output (as it
is sometimes advocated for NPR work [77]) would be useful if
it captures the shape of the stipples at a high pixel density, which
would avoid the re-sampling of 1 bit raster images at the printer.
In the future, maybe there will be vector graphic languages that
also are capable to capture the texture faithfully—some initial
attempts in this direction have already been presented [78–83].
The implications for print reproduction arise from certain
assumed standards in the publishing domain. In particular, publishers frequently ask for 300 ppi images for material intended to
be printed (in academic publishing and elsewhere). As we have
seen, this pixel density is neither sufficient to reproduce stippling
in full fidelity, nor does it suffice for a shape-only black-andwhite reproduction. In these cases one has to try to convince the
publishers of the specific needs of stippling as a medium, and at
least aim for 1200 ppi in 1 bit black-and-white mode to be able to
capture the stipple shapes—a representation that uses similar or
less bandwidth than a 300 ppi grayscale or full color image [77].
If publishers do not impose a limit such as 300 ppi for images,
of course, one can and should embed results with higher pixel
densities since imagesetter hardware supports ≥ 2400 dpi. Yet
even with such high-quality output we need to take the results of
our experiment into account which indicate that a correct tone
perception of the reproduced images is difficult, which means
that one may be limited to a faithful reproduction of shape and
size and represent the dots in black-and-white.
These implications for print reproduction and display on a
screen also affect those media forms that were created for both
forms of output, such as PDF or Postscript documents. Here
we face the diverging capabilities/constraints that cannot be met
at the same time. A good compromise seems to be, as just
mentioned, to use 1 bit black-and-white images—it both prints
well and can also be used to display good versions on a screen
through interpolation, at the intended or at a zoomed-in scale,
albeit at the expense of loosing the stipple textures (tone). Future
media may provide different versions of the embedded images
(i. e., stipple dot textures) based on the present output device
5 Recent high-end laptops with UHD displays almost reach a of 300 ppi, while
state-of-the-art PCs such as Microsoft’s Surface Studio and Apple’s iMac 5k
27” still only reach 192 ppi and 217 ppi, respectively. Dell’s 32” 8K UltraSharp
UP3218K. reaches the 280 ppi.
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and the currently employed zoom. One way to use and even
improve on this concept would be to replace scanned dots with
synthesized stipple dot textures.
Overall, displays and printers thus produce different results.
In the case of a general use, displays are better because they
accurately represent two of the three characteristics of dots. For a
concrete characteristic, however, our study and discussion allow
practitioners to select the best suited device for an application
(e. g., to use displays if a faithful reproduction of tone is required,
or if shape is to be reproduced well then a high-resolution print
reproduction is better).
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7. Conclusion
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specifically, for the realistic production of hand-made stippling,
but also, for those results that want to consider the perception as
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observed was mostly driven by the ultimate goal of producing
tools to be used by artists and illustrators—a goal that has been
one of the driving forces of much of the work in NPR. We are
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discussion and the insights that we present in this paper.
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but also leads to a darker tone, more similar sizes, and more
regular shapes. Such characteristics better suit the existing forms
of reproduction and produce stipple dots like used in NPR in the
past, albeit these are still not perfect circles in pure black.
As we also discussed in Sect. 3, both our work and much of the
past work in NPR stippling only addresses the instrumental task
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untouched. The (at least partial) support of these activities in
NPR tools, we believe however, are necessary to create tools that
will have a practical impact for artists and illustrators and should
thus become a much more important aspect of future NPR work.
Finally, it may also be interesting to consider dedicated output
devices that physically reproduce some of the low-level aspects
of the instrumental task. Plotters, for example, could be equipped
with a physical pen and used for realistic output of stipple images,
similar to what others have explored with robots for NPR-based
oil painting [84–86], portrait drawing [87], or Chinese painting
[88]. The use of such a setup may even allow us to better control
perceptual studies like the ones we described in this paper as
it promises to remove much of the human-cause variability in
the placement of individual dots, and we could fully control and
replicate the used dot distributions.
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Appendix A. Stipple Dot Synthesis
For our study we needed an interpolation between the original
scanned dots and circular dots, as well as an extrapolation of the
original scanned dots to produce more irregular shapes. For the
interpolation process, we considered to use simple methods as
linear interpolation between two different dots, but this produces
ghosting artifacts, specially for bigger dots. For the extrapolation, there is no easy methods either. For all these cases, we have
developed new methods based on energy diffusion.
Our main assumption for this approach is that scans can best
capture the properties of real ink diffusion in paper. We thus
developed two techniques that work with different inputs and
different goals. The first version interpolates between a circle
and a real dot using a physically inspired ink expansion process
from the dot’s center to the outside. The second approach produces extrapolated and thus, more exaggerated versions of a real
dot. These algorithms yield a list of sorted images with each
step of the interpolation as shown in Fig. A.9.
Appendix A.1. From a circle to a scanned stipple dot
The goal of this first approach is to provide a transition from
circular stipple dot (as historically used in digital stippling) into
a given scan of a real dot. For this purpose we consider the ink
of the stipples as a form of energy, so a circular dot could be
seen as a configuration of equilibrium of a dot’s energy. Our
approach thus iteratively moves the ink from the center toward
the real dot to transition from the circle to a real scan. We thus
first formulate the complete energy of a given target dot as
ˆ
E(S) = e(x) dx
(A.1)
A

where S represents the real scan, E is the function of energy, A
is the area containing the dot, and e is the function that returns
the energy for some given area. We discretize the space by
subdividing it using a regular grid into cells (i. e., pixels of the
dot’s scan). We then approximate the center of a given dot scan
(S) as its centroid (C):
C(S) =

1
e(xi ) · xi
E(S) ∑
i

(A.2)

where e computes the energy in some discrete area and xi represents every cell with some amount of energy, also treating E(S)
from Eq. A.1 in its discretized from.
To define a circular stipple equivalent to the scanned dot we
then determine the effective radius of the scanned dot (R(S))
based on its total energy (E(S)), assuming that the same energy
will be equally distributed on the circle:
R(S) =

p
E(S)/π

(A.3)

We iteratively move ink along the paper to interpolate from the
circle that is defined by C(S) and R(S). Our approach behaves
as a bilateral filter so, for each cell xi of the mask of energy, the
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Algorithm 1 Energy transfer from a cell to its neighborhood.
(a) Interpolating between a black circle and scanned dots.

(b) Extrapolation starting from scanned dots to the more extreme.

Fig. A.9. Synthesized dots as produced by the example-based algorithms.

filter function e modifies the energy of the current iteration to
generate the next iteration:
e(xi+1 ) = ε(xi ) · [c(xi , e(xi )) · N(xi , I)+
c−1 (xi , e(xi )) · ι(e(xi ), eorg (xi ))·

(A.4)

nint(1 − τ(1/k))]
where control function c and its inverse c−1 are defined as
c(x, y) = γ(x) · τ(y)
−1

c (x, y) = 1 − γ(x) · τ(y) .

(A.5)
(A.6)

Here, γ is a random function that returns either 0 or 1. It follows
a linear distribution based on the distance to the center of the
circle: the closer xi is to the center, the more probable γ is to yield
1. γ thus makes cells at the perimeter of the stippling dot more
reluctant to change their state, while cells closer to the center
release energy more easily. Next, τ is a random function that
also returns either 0 or 1. It follows an exponential distribution
based on the energy at xi : the more energy is stored in xi , the
more probable is τ to yield 1. τ thus modifies the probability of
releasing energy according to a pixel’s amount of energy.
The remaining terms in Eq. A.4 are as follows. ε is a mask
function that returns 0 if there is no energy in the respective
cell or 1 in the opposite case, thus ensuring that only cells with
energy may lose energy. Next, ι is a function that returns the
linear interpolation between the current state and the original
dot xi . It is affected by k that is the epoch of the current iteration.
nint is the nearest integer function, passing τ to this function
mades that the result becomes 0 with increasing probability as
epochs pass. N, finally, is a function that swaps energy between
a pixel and its eight-neighborhood, as it is described by Alg. 1.
In Alg. 1, ρ is a quantum of energy passed as parameter of
the algorithm. The smaller this number is, the better the quality
when transferring energy, but it also consumes more time to
compute all the transitions. We have set ρ to 0.001 by default,
taking into account that energy values are normalized between
−1 and 1. Negative energy values represent a transitional stage
where energy is needed. At the end of the algorithm, however, no
negative values remain in the mask, so the algorithm tends to fill
the ‘holes’ of energy. Last, δe is the corrected accumulated error.
It represents the energy that was lost due to accumulated errors
when swapping energy between cells and the small amount of
linear interpolated cells. It can easily be calculated by summing
all the values of energy in the current state and comparing the
value with the sum of the configuration of energy of the real dot.
We initialize the energy gradient ∇e by subtracting the energy
of the real dot eorg from that of the circle ecircle , for each cell
xi . Negative values of ∇e are thus a request for energy, while a

function N(x)
for all x j in 8-neighborhood(x) do
if ∇e(xi ) < 0 then
e(x) ← e(x) − ρ
e(x j ) ← e(x j ) + ρ + δe
end if
end for
e(x) ← e(x) + δe
end function

positive values represent an excess of energy. We update this
gradient for each iteration after we applied filter e to all the pixels
of the mask. We also implement this filter as a backtracking
algorithm such that, after every iteration, we maintain both the
new matrix of energy Enew and the previous matrix of energy
E prev . If Enew is not more similar to the energy of the real dot
we repeat the process again until we get a better solution.
Note that the process described here can also easily be extended to interpolate between two actual scans of dots. For this
purpose we only have to take in consideration that different dots
usually have different energy. So, if we consider the ink to flow
from the dot with greater energy to the dot with lesser energy, an
additional step is necessary to “evaporate” the remaining energy.
Appendix A.2. Extrapolation of a scanned dot
To be able to explore people’s perception of dot shapes (Sect. 5.2)
we also provide a technique to extrapolate from a scanned dot
toward a more extreme shape—in a way as a continuation of the
circle-to-scan interpolation of Appendix A.1. While the energy
of a circle moves toward the areas of energy in a scanned dot in
the circle-to-scan interpolation, we now ensure that the flowing
energy expands exaggerated parts and contracts concave areas.
We realize this approach in two stages. First, we compute the
ink flow from the centroid of the scanned stipple dot until each
one of its cells is filled with the correct amount of energy. We
record these movements in a matrix of probabilities M which
stores the distribution of probability for each cell of transferring
ink to its eight-neighborhood.
Second, we construct a list of DESTINATIONS (∆) which we
initially populate with the scanned dot’s outer contour. ∆ actually
contains is the cells of the grid with negative energy regarding to
the previous step. This way, elements can be inserted or deleted
from ∆ when energy fluctuates.
Similar to the previous method, ink is flowing through the
grid, altering in every step the difference of energy between the
current stage of the iteration and the previous stage. This process
behaves as a heat equation, balancing the energy between the
stages, meaning that negative energy is a lack of ink, whereas
positive energy means an excess of energy. We also store that
excess of energy for each cell in a matrix named SOURCES (Σ).
We dynamically update this matrix and use it as mask.
Our algorithm iterates (typically using 600–1,000 steps) in
which ink propagates, while taking into account the matrix of
probabilities computed in the first stage and the directions given
by the contour. After this first set of iterations, we continue
the ink propagation beyond the initial contour, adjusting and
deforming it repeatedly (after each set of 20 steps) based on its
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curvature to exaggerate its irregularities.
For each candidate at Σ, we compute the best direction to
transfer ink based on M and the direction based on the best candidate at ∆. We weigh both vectors such that the final direction
for a given cell is 30% the direction given by the matrix of probabilities and 70% the direction given by the contours. One can
thus see M as set of probabilistic paths that mimic the natural
flow of ink, whereas the contour prevents the ink from following
these natural directions inexorably.
To compute M we get the centroid with Eq. A.2 and derive
its corresponding ∆ list and Σ mask. The matrix takes the average direction of every cell in Σ pointing to all elements in ∆
(represented as dst) as the flow direction, and then we compute
M(xi+1 ) as
M(xi+1 ) = (1 − w) · M(xi ) · w · dst

(A.7)

where we initialize M as a zero matrix and w is the learning
coefficient (0.1 by default). We found that, optionally and for a
more natural result, we can add a supplement coefficient in the
transfer of energy to balance the energy. While the final balance
of energy should return an empty mask for Σ and an empty list
for ∆, accumulated precision errors could yield a list that is not
empty so we need to artificially “evaporate” the excess energy
for each iteration, as commented later.
Once we have determined M, we set Σ to a zero matrix and
replace ∆ with the contour cells of the stippling dot. Then we
continue the ink transfer and modify the mask Σ. We then
adjust the contours based on curvature—such that convex parts
of the contour with high positive curvature get expanded, while
concave parts with high negative curvature are contracted—and
modify the candidates at ∆ accordingly, about once every 10,000
iterations. Notice that in this case no element is removed from
the list ∆ because we have not defined any goal, and that with
this approach the amount of energy is constantly increasing. We
have thus designed a process of ‘ink evaporation’ that lowers
the levels of energy of the mask when the energy passes some
threshold and when the ink flows out of the boundaries defined
by the extrapolated contours of the dot.
Finally, and for all the algorithms, we filter the energy that
we computed in their intermediate steps using a low-pass filter
and transform the resulting energy back into a grayscale image.
We also analyze the difference of energy between subsequent
images and select only a pre-set number of relevant images as
output of the algorithms such that we receive a set of images
that well represents the ink diffusion process to avoid a manual
selection from a set of tens of thousands of images.

Appendix B. Additional Material
We provide the following additional material for download,
along with the manuscript:
1. the dataset of the high-quality scans of stipple dot gray
ramps described in Sect. 3,
2. the tool used to obtain a light tone extreme for the study
described in Sect. 5.2,
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3. the dataset of all data samples obtained with this tool which
led to the resulting tone ramp for the study in Sect. 5.2,
4. the dataset with all synthetic gray ramps with their modifications for tone, shape, and size range used in study in
Sect. 5.2, for print reproduction,
5. the program used in the study in Sect. 5.2,
6. the dataset with all anonymized participant responses in
the study in Sect. 5.2 and the scripts to generate both the
statistical summary and the graphs that we used for our data
analysis and in the following part of the additional material,
7. additional summary statistics for the study in Sect. 5.2,
8. the program to synthesize stipple dots based on real scans
described in Appendix A.

